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Qualitative data (DR April 1943) 
Keywords extraction  Quotation extraction 
Quantitative data Analysis and second level of extraction 
Qualitative data 
Quantitative data 
Quantitative analysis first level  
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 + , ationed commodities, for instance, were not mentioned 
significantly by the respondents and references about non-rationed food such as sausages or 
offal were even less numerous.259 Also unanticipated, fruit and not meat proved to be a key 
part of the replies with 133 related mentions, while the impression given by the general 
analysis was an apparent lack of major changes in the eating habits of the respondents. 
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 It must be noticed that despite this geographical variety, the diarists lived either in urban or suburban areas, 
but not in rural area. Therefore, their testimonies reflects an urban type of wartime experience that could varie 
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Zweiniger-Bargielowska, Ina. Austerity in Britain : Rationing, Controls, and Consumption, 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Purcell, Jennifer. “Beyond Home: Housewives and the Nation, Private and Public Identities 
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